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Summary Feedback
Basildon FRCR 2B A to ZEE Courses:
Rapid Reporting for FRCR Exam Part-2 (25th July 2020)
Delivered By: Dr Bhavin Upadhay

Summary Points:
•
•

Rapid Reporting for FRCR exam part-2 : 6 hour teaching time
Total Attendees: 502

•

Feedback received from participants of 16 Countries: (including Kenya, Sudan, Kuwait, India, Sri
Lanka, Egypt, Oman, Pakistan, Nigeria, USA, Iraq, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Turkey, Malaysia and UK).
Total feedback received: 146 (UK: 57, Overseas: 89)

•

Please rate the following aspects of the course
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DID YOU FIND THIS SESSION USEFUL FOR EXAM
PREPARATION?

Yes
99%
No

Testimonials





















Grateful for your session. I thoroughly enjoyed your style of teaching. Thank you! (USA).
Thank you so much for taking so much of your own time to provide these amazing
sessions. Please charge us as you have taken so much time and efforts to organise this!
Excellent sessions with great teaching points for exam and real life reporting (UK).
Excellent natural teacher with a wonderful approach that is supportive but very clear and
educational (UK).
Your session is very enjoyable, your illustrations & RR tips are extremely helpful. I hope
you can give more sessions in RR which is the 2B KEY PASS. Thank you for your time
(Sudan).
Well Done , it was an extremely interesting and well-presented section. I love the way
you teach and encourage the trainees.
Thank you Dr Bavin for your time (UK).
Fantastic thank you (UK).
So helpful, thank you. Great pace too (UK).
Very encouraging(Saudi Arabia).
Thanks a lot(Egypt).
Please do more(UK).
Thank you so much again(UK)
Really appreciate it(UK).
You have a very nice manner when you teach. Thank you for your time and dedication
to us (UK).
Thanks Dr. Khan. Please make the lessons available offline. I hope I'm as good as you one
day to be able to share knowledge with the radiology community worldwide. Thanks a
million(Egypt).
Thank you very much for such a useful resource(Pakistan).
Well-presented and succinct teaching with main points covered thoroughly(UK).
It was a very well conducted class. And concepts were explained really well(Pakistan)
Excellent presentation and teaching(UK).
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No wards can express my appreciation(Egypt).
Excellent session(Pakistan).
Overall the cases were great, the concept was good but I don't think the session worked
well on zoom(UK).
Excellent teaching and cases, thank you so much for your time(UK).
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